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excerpt from john bunyan his life times and work in addition to these
materials of a more public and national character the records of the church
at bedford with which bunyan was so long associated have for the first time
been woven into the story of his life and for the first time also his general
works have been placed in due order and chronological relation to his
personal history on this latter point it may be well to say that as during
the sixty years of bunyan s life he wrote something like sixty books the
account of most of these had necessarily to come within limited space i have
therefore sought to give not so much an abstract or general estimate as to
bring together whatever was most characteristic of his special genius and
cast of mind about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works this book will enrich
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your knowledge of john bunyan and the times he lived in the book was written
after an enormous amount of research and study and covers john bunyan s life
from lowly beginnings through his conversion to christianity and onto his
writing and creating his most famous work the pilgrims progress bunyan s
works re evaluated and considered in their restoration and non conformist
context this book undertakes a major reassessment of the works of john bunyan
1628 88 the nonconformist author of the pilgrim s progress who was imprisoned
for preaching his beliefs through a reading of each of his narratives and
many of his pastoral writings both in textual detail and in relation to the
various traditions such as reformed spirituality and the nonconformist trial
within which he lived preached and wrote the author offers a systematic re
evaluation of bunyan s development as an author she presents new perspectives
on his most popular works grace abounding and the pilgrim s progress whilst
arguing that the significance of the lesser known life and death of mr badman
and the holy war has been severely underestimated and she shows how overall
the works offer a candid document of nonconformist experience in the
restoration period epub copyright 2017 classic book series excerpt from john
bunyan progress he showed it to some of his friends and asked them whether he
should print it or not some had scruples about the treatment of sacred things
in a fictitious narrative but finding them divided he determined to publish
it prefixing to it however a preface defending his use of similes and figures
for tho purpose of instruction in december 1677 the book was in the hands of
the printer nathaniel ponder and was entered by him at stationers hall it was
licensed on february 18 1678 and published forthwith in a little octavo
volume of 232 pages at the price of eighteenpence a second edition appeared
within the year a third in 1679 and by 1688 it had reached an eleventh
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edition it was translated into dutch in 1682 into french in 1685 and into
welsh in 1688 additional proof of its popularity was given by unauthorized
continuations some of which were falsely attributed to bunyan the author of
another which appeared in 1683 honestly styled bunyan s volume a necessary
and useful tract which hath deservedly obtained such an universal esteem and
commendation but complained that certain specified doctrines were
inadequately treated in it and that some passages occasioned lightness and
laughter in vain and frothy minds the second part of the pilgrim s progress
appeared in 1684 bunyan s first intention had been to publish a companion to
the pilgrim s progress rather than a continuation as i was considering with
myself he says what i had written concerning the progress of the pilgrim from
this world to glory and how it has been acceptable to many in this nation it
came again into my mind to write as then of him that was going to heaven so
now of the life and death of the ungodly and of their travel down from this
world to hell with this object he wrote the life and death of mr badman which
appeared in 1680 from this realistic picture of a vicious and swindling
tradesman which recalls both in subject and treatment some of defoe s novels
bunyan turned once more to allegory the holy war which was published in 1682
is an attempt to treat in prose and for the people the problem which milton
had treated in verse its subject is the fall and redemption of mankind the
struggle between god and the devil for the soul of man narrated under the
similitude of the history of a besieged city the town of mansoul as mr froude
has pointed out represents sometimes the soul of a single man sometimes the
collective souls of the christian world and it is not always clear which the
writer means the holy war is a much more elaborate allegory than the pilgrim
s progress and more completely symbolical in all its details but its subject
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was less fitted for allegorical treatment one seeks like paradise lost and
paradise regained to explain the ways of god to man the other only to
represent the way of man to heaven one embodies the complete system of
theology the other rests not so much on puritan doctrine as on the puritan
conception of human life and because our little systems have their day and
their place while the religious instinct is something lasting and universal
the pilgrim s progress is read and the holy war neglected add to this that
the personages in the history of mansoul are for the most part devoid of any
human interest the pilgrims have each their own individuality while nothing
but the label distinguishes captain credence from captain conviction about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com fifty five years ago helen l
taylor took john bunyan s pilgrim s progress and simplified the vocabulary
and concepts for young readers while keeping the storyline intact the result
was a classic in itself which has now sold over 600 000 copies it s both a
simple adventure story and a profound allegory of the christian journey
through life a delightful read with a message kids ages 6 to 12 can
understand and remember a new look and fresh illustrations for today s
children enlivens the journey to the celestial city excerpt from john bunyan
his life times and work vol 2 of 2 as i walked through the wilderness of this
world i lighted upon a certain place where was a den and i laid me down in
that place to sleep and as i slept i dreamed a dream these words which open
for us the story of the pilgrim suggest to the majority of its readers the
culminating point of interest in bunyan s life it may be well therefore to
try to settle if we can the place of the den and the time of the dream that
the pilgrim s progress was written in prison we have on the highest authority
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of all that of bunyan himself when the third which was the first complete
edition of the book appeared in 1679 by the side of the word den in the text
he placed the explanatory words the jail in the margin this evidence is of
course conclusive even if we had not as we have contemporary testimony to the
effect that the dream was a prison book but the inquiry is not without
interest as to what goal it was and to what imprisonment these words refer
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works digicat publishing
presents to you this special edition of the pilgrim s progress by john bunyan
every child can read by john bunyan digicat publishing considers every
written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been
carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are
available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work
with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature excerpt from john bunyan in bunyan s grace abounding to the chief
of sinners which he published in 1666 he told the story of his spiritual life
with a minute ness that strangely contrasts with his reticence about those
outward things on which most modern autobiographies dilate he writes as a man
to whom the little world within is the only real world and the great one
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without something unsubstantial and vision ary grace abounding is the best
preface to the pilgrim s progress and the best comment upon it bunyan s
allegory is the generalization of his own experiences shadowing the incidents
of his own history the elements of the pilgrim s progress are in the earlier
work waiting for the moment which is to combine them into an allegorical
story its style has the same qualities there is the strong simple homely
diction sometimes touched with imagination and always full of passionate
sincerity there is the same vivid realization of things unseen which is
already becoming a tendency to give concrete form to the promptings of the
heart and the abstractions of the brain bunyan s struggles with temptation
are pictured as struggles with a corporeal tempter audible and visible at one
time he describes himself as much followed by this scripture simon simon
behold satan hath desired to have you and sometimes it would sound so loud
within me yea call so strongly after me that once above all the rest i turned
my head over my shoulder thinking that verily some man behind me called me at
times as he prayed i have thought i felt the devil behind me pulling my
clothes he would also be con tinually at me in the time of prayer to have
done break off make haste you have prayed long enough stay no longer worst of
all was the voice that cried in his ear sell christ for this or that this
temptation did put me into such fears that by the very force of my
imagination in labouring to gainsay and resist this wickedness my very body
would be put into action by way of pushing or thrusting with my hands or
elbows still answering as fast as the destroyer said about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
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reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works few christians have impacted the church as has john
bunyan if you enjoyed pilgrim s progress the holy war or any of his various
evergreen writings do also allow yourself the reward of soaking in john
bunyan s classic christian poetry you will be delighted as a child challenged
if a sinner and rewarded richly as a fellow believer about the author john
bunyan was born november 1628 in elstow england a celebrated english minister
and preacher he wrote the pilgrim s progress 1678 the book that was the most
characteristic expression of the puritan religious outlook his other works
include doctrinal and controversial writings a spiritual autobiography grace
abounding 1666 and the allegory the holy war 1682 this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
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to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant reprint of the
original first published in 1856 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains
as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant the pilgrims progress is a
famous story of man s progress through life in search of salvation and
remains one of the most entertaining allegories of faith ever written set
against realistic backdrops of town and country the powerful drama of the
pilgrim s trials and temptations follows him in his harrowing journey to the
celestial city an enormously influential 17th century classic universally
known for its simplicity vigor and beauty of language pilgrim s progress is
read with the greatest pleasure george whitefield 1714 1770 i find this book
so full of matter that i can seldom go through more than a page or half a
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page at a time john newton 1725 1807 next to the bible the book that i value
most is pilgrim s progress i believe i have read it through at least a
hundred times prick him anywhere and you will find that his blood is bibline
the very essence of the bible flows from him charles h spurgeon 1834 1892
that tenderest and most theological of books is pulsating with life in every
word j gresham machen 1881 1937 often disguised as something that would help
him evil accompanies christian on his journey to the celestial city as you
walk with him you ll begin to identify today s many religious pitfalls these
are presented by men such as pliable who turns back at the slough of despond
and ignorance who believes he s a true follower of christ when he s really
only trusting in himself each character represented in this allegory is
intentionally and profoundly accurate in its depiction of what we see all
around us and unfortunately what we too often see in ourselves but while
christian is injured and nearly killed he eventually prevails to the end so
can you this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
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generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant
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John Bunyan 1988 excerpt from john bunyan his life times and work in addition
to these materials of a more public and national character the records of the
church at bedford with which bunyan was so long associated have for the first
time been woven into the story of his life and for the first time also his
general works have been placed in due order and chronological relation to his
personal history on this latter point it may be well to say that as during
the sixty years of bunyan s life he wrote something like sixty books the
account of most of these had necessarily to come within limited space i have
therefore sought to give not so much an abstract or general estimate as to
bring together whatever was most characteristic of his special genius and
cast of mind about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Works of John Bunyan: Allegorical, figurative, and symbolical 1853 this
book will enrich your knowledge of john bunyan and the times he lived in the
book was written after an enormous amount of research and study and covers
john bunyan s life from lowly beginnings through his conversion to
christianity and onto his writing and creating his most famous work the
pilgrims progress
The Complete Works of John Bunyan 1873 bunyan s works re evaluated and
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considered in their restoration and non conformist context this book
undertakes a major reassessment of the works of john bunyan 1628 88 the
nonconformist author of the pilgrim s progress who was imprisoned for
preaching his beliefs through a reading of each of his narratives and many of
his pastoral writings both in textual detail and in relation to the various
traditions such as reformed spirituality and the nonconformist trial within
which he lived preached and wrote the author offers a systematic re
evaluation of bunyan s development as an author she presents new perspectives
on his most popular works grace abounding and the pilgrim s progress whilst
arguing that the significance of the lesser known life and death of mr badman
and the holy war has been severely underestimated and she shows how overall
the works offer a candid document of nonconformist experience in the
restoration period
John Bunyan 2017-09-12 epub copyright 2017 classic book series
The Life of John Bunyan 1845 excerpt from john bunyan progress he showed it
to some of his friends and asked them whether he should print it or not some
had scruples about the treatment of sacred things in a fictitious narrative
but finding them divided he determined to publish it prefixing to it however
a preface defending his use of similes and figures for tho purpose of
instruction in december 1677 the book was in the hands of the printer
nathaniel ponder and was entered by him at stationers hall it was licensed on
february 18 1678 and published forthwith in a little octavo volume of 232
pages at the price of eighteenpence a second edition appeared within the year
a third in 1679 and by 1688 it had reached an eleventh edition it was
translated into dutch in 1682 into french in 1685 and into welsh in 1688
additional proof of its popularity was given by unauthorized continuations
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some of which were falsely attributed to bunyan the author of another which
appeared in 1683 honestly styled bunyan s volume a necessary and useful tract
which hath deservedly obtained such an universal esteem and commendation but
complained that certain specified doctrines were inadequately treated in it
and that some passages occasioned lightness and laughter in vain and frothy
minds the second part of the pilgrim s progress appeared in 1684 bunyan s
first intention had been to publish a companion to the pilgrim s progress
rather than a continuation as i was considering with myself he says what i
had written concerning the progress of the pilgrim from this world to glory
and how it has been acceptable to many in this nation it came again into my
mind to write as then of him that was going to heaven so now of the life and
death of the ungodly and of their travel down from this world to hell with
this object he wrote the life and death of mr badman which appeared in 1680
from this realistic picture of a vicious and swindling tradesman which
recalls both in subject and treatment some of defoe s novels bunyan turned
once more to allegory the holy war which was published in 1682 is an attempt
to treat in prose and for the people the problem which milton had treated in
verse its subject is the fall and redemption of mankind the struggle between
god and the devil for the soul of man narrated under the similitude of the
history of a besieged city the town of mansoul as mr froude has pointed out
represents sometimes the soul of a single man sometimes the collective souls
of the christian world and it is not always clear which the writer means the
holy war is a much more elaborate allegory than the pilgrim s progress and
more completely symbolical in all its details but its subject was less fitted
for allegorical treatment one seeks like paradise lost and paradise regained
to explain the ways of god to man the other only to represent the way of man
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to heaven one embodies the complete system of theology the other rests not so
much on puritan doctrine as on the puritan conception of human life and
because our little systems have their day and their place while the religious
instinct is something lasting and universal the pilgrim s progress is read
and the holy war neglected add to this that the personages in the history of
mansoul are for the most part devoid of any human interest the pilgrims have
each their own individuality while nothing but the label distinguishes
captain credence from captain conviction about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com
The Whole Works of John Bunyan ... 1862 fifty five years ago helen l taylor
took john bunyan s pilgrim s progress and simplified the vocabulary and
concepts for young readers while keeping the storyline intact the result was
a classic in itself which has now sold over 600 000 copies it s both a simple
adventure story and a profound allegory of the christian journey through life
a delightful read with a message kids ages 6 to 12 can understand and
remember a new look and fresh illustrations for today s children enlivens the
journey to the celestial city
The Works of John Bunyan: Experimental, doctrinal, and practical 1861 excerpt
from john bunyan his life times and work vol 2 of 2 as i walked through the
wilderness of this world i lighted upon a certain place where was a den and i
laid me down in that place to sleep and as i slept i dreamed a dream these
words which open for us the story of the pilgrim suggest to the majority of
its readers the culminating point of interest in bunyan s life it may be well
therefore to try to settle if we can the place of the den and the time of the
dream that the pilgrim s progress was written in prison we have on the
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highest authority of all that of bunyan himself when the third which was the
first complete edition of the book appeared in 1679 by the side of the word
den in the text he placed the explanatory words the jail in the margin this
evidence is of course conclusive even if we had not as we have contemporary
testimony to the effect that the dream was a prison book but the inquiry is
not without interest as to what goal it was and to what imprisonment these
words refer about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Pilgrim's Progress 1830 digicat publishing presents to you this special
edition of the pilgrim s progress by john bunyan every child can read by john
bunyan digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing
in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks
digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it
deserves as a classic of world literature
The Whole Works of John Bunyan 1862 excerpt from john bunyan in bunyan s
grace abounding to the chief of sinners which he published in 1666 he told
the story of his spiritual life with a minute ness that strangely contrasts
with his reticence about those outward things on which most modern
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autobiographies dilate he writes as a man to whom the little world within is
the only real world and the great one without something unsubstantial and
vision ary grace abounding is the best preface to the pilgrim s progress and
the best comment upon it bunyan s allegory is the generalization of his own
experiences shadowing the incidents of his own history the elements of the
pilgrim s progress are in the earlier work waiting for the moment which is to
combine them into an allegorical story its style has the same qualities there
is the strong simple homely diction sometimes touched with imagination and
always full of passionate sincerity there is the same vivid realization of
things unseen which is already becoming a tendency to give concrete form to
the promptings of the heart and the abstractions of the brain bunyan s
struggles with temptation are pictured as struggles with a corporeal tempter
audible and visible at one time he describes himself as much followed by this
scripture simon simon behold satan hath desired to have you and sometimes it
would sound so loud within me yea call so strongly after me that once above
all the rest i turned my head over my shoulder thinking that verily some man
behind me called me at times as he prayed i have thought i felt the devil
behind me pulling my clothes he would also be con tinually at me in the time
of prayer to have done break off make haste you have prayed long enough stay
no longer worst of all was the voice that cried in his ear sell christ for
this or that this temptation did put me into such fears that by the very
force of my imagination in labouring to gainsay and resist this wickedness my
very body would be put into action by way of pushing or thrusting with my
hands or elbows still answering as fast as the destroyer said about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
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important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Select Works of John Bunyan ... 1866 few christians have impacted the
church as has john bunyan if you enjoyed pilgrim s progress the holy war or
any of his various evergreen writings do also allow yourself the reward of
soaking in john bunyan s classic christian poetry you will be delighted as a
child challenged if a sinner and rewarded richly as a fellow believer about
the author john bunyan was born november 1628 in elstow england a celebrated
english minister and preacher he wrote the pilgrim s progress 1678 the book
that was the most characteristic expression of the puritan religious outlook
his other works include doctrinal and controversial writings a spiritual
autobiography grace abounding 1666 and the allegory the holy war 1682
Works of John Bunyan — Complete 2022-05-28 this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
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a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Works of John Bunyan 1853 reprint of the original first published in 1856
The Whole Works of John Bunyan 1862 this work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Works of that Eminent Servant of Christ, John Bunyan 1831 the pilgrims
progress is a famous story of man s progress through life in search of
salvation and remains one of the most entertaining allegories of faith ever
written set against realistic backdrops of town and country the powerful
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drama of the pilgrim s trials and temptations follows him in his harrowing
journey to the celestial city an enormously influential 17th century classic
universally known for its simplicity vigor and beauty of language pilgrim s
progress is read with the greatest pleasure george whitefield 1714 1770 i
find this book so full of matter that i can seldom go through more than a
page or half a page at a time john newton 1725 1807 next to the bible the
book that i value most is pilgrim s progress i believe i have read it through
at least a hundred times prick him anywhere and you will find that his blood
is bibline the very essence of the bible flows from him charles h spurgeon
1834 1892 that tenderest and most theological of books is pulsating with life
in every word j gresham machen 1881 1937 often disguised as something that
would help him evil accompanies christian on his journey to the celestial
city as you walk with him you ll begin to identify today s many religious
pitfalls these are presented by men such as pliable who turns back at the
slough of despond and ignorance who believes he s a true follower of christ
when he s really only trusting in himself each character represented in this
allegory is intentionally and profoundly accurate in its depiction of what we
see all around us and unfortunately what we too often see in ourselves but
while christian is injured and nearly killed he eventually prevails to the
end so can you
John Bunyan and the Language of Conviction 2004 this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
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other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
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